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                                the CPN Bulletin 

 

Brexit refers to the exit of Britain from the European Union trade bloc. Made real now by 

the recent majority vote in England, a lot of concern has been generated about potential 

impact on diverse industries and the logistic business is not exception.  

What are the implications of Brexit in the Logistic Industry? 

The UK holds a lot of its trade with the EU. The British exit from the EU will mean that the  

existing trade agreements with other EU members will be renegotiated. This will lead to  

increase in traffic tariffs and decrease of trade across the borders. And if the export  

decreases, the demand for professional logistics services will also go down.  

Renouncement by England to the current privileges for their exportations as EU member 

may imply more regulation and administration process for their goods and a consequent 

increase of costs, making their products less competitive and affecting the local economy 

and the employment levels. 

But it could also be that rather than reducing red tape, Brexit would mean the opposite, 

as Britain may have to take on the challenge of negotiating its trade deals with the rest of 

the world. If that happens, there may be an uplift in demand for specialist services to 

manage complicated and unfamiliar customs procedures, as businesses begin to work 

with life outside the EU-negotiated free trade deals (Although Britain did this pre-EU) 

Some analysts expect that the reduction on the free movement of people across the  

border and tighter migration controls will reduce the number of EU citizens working for UK 

based companies. No question that this could have a negative impact on the road  

haulage industry, which relies heavily on drivers from EU member states.  

Another concern area  is fuel prices. With devaluation of the British pound cost of fuel 

might increase in real terms, but most experts coincide in that the biggest influences on 

fuel costs are the global oil price and the fuel duty imposed by the UK government and 

neither of these will be directly affected by Brexit. 

With information from DHL Globalmail; CRM Logistics, CNN Money and other sources 
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Trace and Tracking Systems for the Logistic Industry 
 

Tracing and Tracking (T & T) of shipments has quite a high impact on customer  

service and are essential for managing logistics networks efficiently. With globalization, 

demand  for  tracing and  tracking increases  as the only  effective way  to  resolve  

coordination problems, ensure customer satisfaction, reduce and optimize costs in the 

transportation and many other areas of impact.  Tracking systems  help to identify the  

position of the  shipment and to maintain informed the customer in well advance.  

Without tracking systems it is almost impossible to find out delivered items that have 

been considered lost or stolen item and prevent business loss (1). 

 

Tracking technologies in logistics networks have been  implemented for long time;  but 

were initially limited to basic actions; mostly to customers accessing tracking information 

through manual queries such using a website, making a telephone call or sending emails 

or faxes among other interactions (2).  

 

In most recent date other technological advances have been integrated to the T & T process, like the use of Geographic Information  

Systems Applications (GPS), Global Trade Item Numbers (GTIN), Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) and Barcoding. (2-4)  

 

Alongside  benefiting a  customer’s experience  of shipping their  goods, using  T & T systems  has also great  benefits for the forwarders  

involved. More or less all freight firms use overseas distribution systems, and before any form of tracking process was installed, there 

was no effective system of delivery confirmation, forcing companies to place pretty much blind faith in the distribution systems that they 

used. Now, however, where data is tracked and fed back, the forwarder can see not only that the shipment was delivered, but also that it 

was done so on time (5). 

 

Nevertheless,  these  basic actions  are still  unable to  identify the  contents of a box, or  determine if the box has been opened or if the  

contents are lost or stolen; so there is an increasing demand to continue improving the technology. 

 

Through the implementation of trace and tracking systems, it is possible to detect and react against any uneven situations in the logistics 

chain to resolve significant problems or minimize the damage caused by any disruption in the process.  

 

There is no way to neglect the relevance of the T & T systems, and they should be considered as a key service requirement for the global 

transportation  industries, especially  when they are  integrated with the  manufacturing companies  that adopt strategies  targeted to a  

rational use of time, resources and infrastructure (6) 

 

A  single  system cannot  satisfy the requirements  to different  chains of  process or  shipment. Therefore,  the  development  and  

implementation of T & T, especially for international or multimodal organizations have to define individually and casuistically their  

operational scope, the preferred good identification technologies, the proper code system for tracked items, the information architecture 

involved and  how the information  generated will be  stored, managed and  accessed. Before the  globalization of  the internet,  the  

availability of commercial satellites and the cloud-storage technologies, some of the improvements that have been introduced into this 

component of the logistic industry would only be a dream, today they are a reality.  
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 CPN Awards 20 and 15 years  
During CPN 20 in Kuala Lumpur, the Board of Directors presented Special Award plaques to recognize the excellence and dedication of 

a group of companies that have been members uninterruptedly during 20 or  15 years: 
 

Fairate Express—Hong Kong 

Northern Freight—Viet Nam 

Anand Freight Services  - India  

Golden Cargo Services  - U. A. E. 

Atlas International Fwd (Atlas Cargo) - Canada 

FM Global Logistics from Malaysia, received an  

Special Award of recognition for their hosting  of  

the 20 Conference 

SCRAPBOOK 

The CPN Chairman presented an Award of Excellence 

to Jessie Singh in grateful appreciation of the work 

done in the organization of CPN Conferences all 

around the world from 1996 to 2016 (20 years) 



We are always open to your comments and suggestions. Let us know what topics you would like to see discussed in our Bulletin and your impressions about this new era of communication we are initiating. By 

getting better communicated, the impact of our interactions will increase and be potentiated.  Keep in mind the increases challenges that globalization imposes to us and, in consequence, apply this valuable 

formula: “Act locally; but think Globally”   [Not a CPN member? If you are interested to receive this Bulletin, please send an email  to subscribe to cpn@cargopartnersnetwork.com] 

S E N D  U S  Y O U R  F E E D  B A C K  
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...CPN FLASH NEWS...CPN FLASH NEWS……CPN FLASH NEWS.…CPN FLASH NEWS...  
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CPN member from Indonesia PT. Bakhtera Freigh 

successfully undertook an international project for their 

client Sparklights and the local promoter Pakuwon Group  

to  handle  shipping,  custom handling  and trucking  deliv-

ery for  all  equipment, animals and  

merchandises of the TITANS FROM THE AGE OF ICE exhibit 

               in Surabaya, Indonesia.  

The project consisted in the handling of 1x20’ and 2x40’ HC animals coming from China and 

another 1x40’ HC from Singapore.  PT Bakhtera Freight made successful coordination with the  

promoter of the event and venue management as to provide the required manpower and forklift 

equipment and meeting the load timelines .  

After  Surabaya,  the project  continues with t he delivery of all the  animal  figures to  Jakarta by  

inland  trucking,  and from  Jakarta, Bakhtera will pack the show in containers again for the next 

show in Manila, Philippines.  

                     Congratulations and good luck to our partner  

                                 on this successful  project! 
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